CONSTRUCTION ALERT
(REVISED)

Low Temperature Hot Water (LTHW) Phase 3B
10/16/2023

BACKGROUND:
- The Low Temperature Hot Water (LTHW) Conversion Project will be removing steam service from several buildings and providing LTHW as the means of heat.
- Phase 3B of the LTHW Project consists of replacing steam services with LTHW in Thornton Hall, Olsson Hall, Chemical Engineering and Wilsdorf Hall.

ITEMS OF INTEREST:
- The parking lot on the northeastern side of Thornton known as East J will be closed and construction fence will be put up Monday October 16.
- Egress from all exits from the building and pathways for pedestrian travel through the lot will be maintained. However, the lot will be closed to all non-construction related vehicles.
- The sidewalk between Thornton and Stadium Road will be closed, and an alternative pedestrian route will be provided.
- This phase of the project is scheduled to be completed in the summer of 2024.

ISSUED BY:
- Dustin Watson, UVA, FM- CC&R, dmw9@virginia.edu, 434.906.6903
END OF ALERT